Should still be our motto. The subjects which I propose for the foundation of a few brief remarks though trivial is yet profitable and oftentimes useful and as examples of the great good which has resulted to nation, as well as individuals from the exercise of it. Can but be familiar to you all. It will be by supposing that I have chosen "Unanimity of action."

Dear with me hestiveness if for a very brief share I address myself particularly to the members of my own class. Fellow members of the Senior Class. An important change has taken place in us within the short period of a few months. There to whom it was our privilege to lecture and upon whose accents we have so often hung with the highest emotions of pleasure have gone hence to mingle with us. As more than us has developed the conduct of the Hall. The administration of the laws. And the heavy responsibility which of necessity attaches to those who lay their reputation are rightly considered examples.

Shall it be said of us either we too in our turn have left these halls endowed to us by so many pleasing recollections and flattering allusions that we finished our course with honor and delivered into the hands of our successors the reputation of our society untarnished? Or shall it be said that we "left our duty but we did it not?" that be to whom many our eyes which has not been permitted to see the things which ours have seen.